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Gural-Faraldo feud continues to divide us
JAYWALKING
By Jay Bergman
@BergmanJay
The discourse throughout this country has
gotten so intense over the last decade that at
times you wonder whether civility, even in
modest terms, can ever return.
Then, suddenly out of the blue an event
takes place and you find that there are incredible human beings beneath the surface that
can rise to the occasion.
By now most of the harness racing world
knows of the plight of Sam McKee. Our
thoughts and prayers have been with Sam and
his family since his massive stroke. Recent
information suggests he’s begun a road to
recovery and that’s fantastic news because
Sam embodies outwardly the human spirit of
an optimist and a harness racing lover.
It’s that optimism and spirit that the rest of
this industry needs to reach in order to move
forward in the years ahead.
There are many who believe we are doomed.
I’m always saddened when those words show
up in print after some member of the media
interviews Jeff Gural. Sure, most of us know
that there had to be an enormous amount of
optimism when Gural and others helped to
save The Meadowlands. Support was a key
issue at the time and those in the industry
that felt The Meadowlands’ survival was in
fact linked to the sport’s survival pitched in
whether financially or by entering horses
to race at the track, even though purses and
profits could be greater elsewhere.

The outpouring of affection for Sam McKee
reminds us that there is a brotherhood of
like-minded people in this business willing to
come together to help. Sam needs our support
and thankfully it has arrived with a speed
rarely seen externally or internally in this
sport.
Fighting with each other has been a
common theme going forward in the standardbred sport as those in power offer hardened stances that at times confound us, but
in no way unites us. It’s a theme that can be
garnered on any day, in any form of media,
as opposing sides provide reams of rationalizations for their views and randomly attack
anyone from “the other side.”
It was an act of God that put Sam McKee in
his current condition, but it has been an act of
greed and selfishness that has propelled the
sport to its current position.
Fighting and being right are human traits,
but winning is not always about who is right
or who fights the hardest. Winning is something that should be looked at through a wider
lens. The greater good is a clichéd term, but it
clearly represents the outpouring of respect,
admiration and support for Sam McKee and
his family.
If Sam represents us, the harness community, in its best form, then I believe there is an
even greater good that can come from times
like these.
There will be a new USTA president with
new ideas and hopefully lofty goals to match.
But a president can only lead an industry
when he has the support of all of the key players. As we’ve seen nationally, there has been
no rush to unify our nation. Opposite sides
CONTINUED ON PAGE 3
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Gural and Faraldo union could provide us with a better future
CONTINUED from page 1

still wage a bitter war each day with neither
willing to move an inch to reach a common
goal.
I find that no USTA president will have the
ability to move this industry forward unless
two very different people can come together
and achieve a compromise.
Just as it pains me every time I see a
leader publicly state that the sport is dying,
I am equally perplexed when the SOA of
New York and its leader Joe Faraldo take on
leadership at The Meadowlands in a public
forum.
Clearly there are two sides to this story
but neither side is very appealing. If power
and maintaining it are the only issues at
hand we will all be losers. While it’s not my
business how the SOA of New York spends
its money, one has to wonder the need to add
“bonus” money for SOA members to already
the highest purse structure in North America. Could it be to attract more membership?
Self-promotion is part of the era we live
in. It has become a natural part of our business world. What we need more of in this
industry is selfless promotion and that
means whether you own three tracks or
run the horseman’s organization that offers
the highest purse fund, you need to come
together.
Fighting has not shown to lead us in the
right direction and an escalation of bickering leaves all of us to be let down.
Winning is extremely important. The
industry can’t survive on fourth-place
checks.
But winning means that those with the
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Jeff Gural (left) and Joe Faraldo rarely see eye-to-eye on the major issues in the sport.
biggest pockets need to contribute in a
bigger way. The attitudes and divisiveness
must come to an end or we will continue to
tread water as an industry.
I have great faith in this sport and after
the outpouring in the last few weeks for Sam
McKee, I believe there is enough common
good in people that there are enormous
reasons to be positive.
With Sam McKee, the cause was great and
the urgency was present. With an industry
and a society led by those that are willing
to kick the can down the road as opposed to
meet in the middle, there always appears to

be time to fix a problem.
If Jeff Gural cares about there being a
future for young people in this sport, as
he has said on numerous occasions, and
Joe Faraldo cares for horsemen throughout North America and not just SOA of NY
members, they must reach an accord.
Life is fragile and we never know how
much time is truly left. Both Gural and
Faraldo have an opportunity to unite this
industry and give it a better future.
For now I will pray for Sam McKee to have
a complete and full recovery.
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Highalator has Bier setting his sights ‘Higher And Higher’

Highalator won his Meadowlands debut easily with driver Victor Kirby in the bike.

By Derick Giwner
It may not be as rare as a solar eclipse,
which will be visible in the U.S. on August 21
this year for the first time since 1991, but a top
3-year-old debuting in January is certainly
unorthodox. Looking to buck the trend is
a well-bred son of SomebeachsomewhereHigher And Higher named Highalator.
The starkest example of a sophomore
succeeding after a January start is Wiggle
It Jiggleit. After a non-winners-of-2-races
victory at Dover on January 25, 2015, the
gelding would go on to win over $2.1 million.
Ironically, Highalator also began his year at
Dover and his second start came on January
25, 2017 in the same condition. He stopped the
timer that evening in 1:52 2/5, just two-fifths
slower than ‘WIJI’ clocked two years earlier.
While it is premature and farfetched to
continue comparing Highalator to Wiggle It
Jiggleit, they both did travel to The Meadowlands in early February as a proving ground
to truly kick start their careers. For Highalator’s co-owner Daryl Bier, the 1:52 4/5 win at
the New Jersey oval showed him everything
he needed to see.
“That was the race that mattered and let
us know what we were supposed to do after
that,” said Bier about the Meadowlands start.
“I was very impressed. I can’t tell you how
excited we were. After that start we decided
to put him into everything. We staked him to
everything except Canada.”
Skipping the Canadian stakes means
Highalator will not compete in the C$1,000,000
North America Cup in mid June at Mohawk.
The decision was more of an emotional one
rather than a scheduling conflict as Bier
hasn’t been able to get the death of his former
star Modern Family out of his mind. The

older trotter was rolling along back in 2014
when he finished fourth in Maple Leaf Trot
at Mohawk and never raced again.
“They say it was a pulmonary aneurism. It
was so painful when it happened and we just
can’t get it out of our minds,” said Bier.
Highalator has been just another in a
string of good fortune for Bier and co-owner
Charles Dombeck that began on October
20, 2010 when they bought the mare Higher
And Higher on the website OnGait.com. She
would go on to win 17 races in 51 starts during
her time with the tandem and earn $492,502.
When the Western Terror-Pro Bowl Best
product began to show signs of slowing down,
Bier quickly stopped with her and elected for
a new career as a broodmare.
“What a blessing she has been,” said Bier
of Highalator. “Originally we were going to
breed her and sell all the babies, but typically
when the first foal is a colt they seem to be
very successful, so we kept him.”
While Highalator presents the unlimited
earning potential, Bier and Dombeck did
cash in with Higher And Higher’s second
foal, a full sister to their colt. She sold to the 3
Brothers Stable for $110,000 and is currently
in training for the Nancy Johansson stable
under the name JK Higher Power. The mare
also has a third foal, a colt by A Rocknroll
Dance named Dancin With Jammy that Bier
indicated they would likely keep. Higher And
Higher was most recently in foal to Captaintreacherous but lost the foal at about 47 days
according to Bier and will be bred next to
Somebeachsomewhere again.
As for Highalator, Bier knew he had something special in his first career start when he
swept the field to win at Pocono last July 17
in 1:53 3/5. The owner admits they received
offers as high as $300,000 for the colt after that
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win but turned them down. He would make
only one more start as a 2-year-old before
being placed on the sidelines to prepare for
this year.
When Highalator returned to action on
January 4 of this year in a qualifier, he could
only muster a sixth-place finish in 1:58 4/5,
but that was somewhat by design.
“We only trained him slow and far. The
fastest he went was 2:07 and we only schooled
him in 2:00 prior to the race,” said Bier, who
said wife Jenny Bier deserves much of the
credit for the colt’s progression. “I don’t do
anything. She does it all. She is so good.”
The immediate future for Highalator
includes a start at Dover in race 14 on Thursday (2/16) with Victor Kirby in the bike. After
that Bier expects to stay at Dover with starts
two to three weeks apart to keep him fresh
before his first true test in the Bobby Weiss
series at Pocono on April 2.
How he performs in the Weiss will go a
long way to determining whether Highalator
has a place on the Grand Circuit trail as Bier
expects. “I think he is a really good horse. He
is big and strong. I think he can do it,” said
Bier, who hopes to spend plenty of time on the
road at major stakes events with Highalator
as well as his 7-year-old trotter Wind Of The
North.
“He trained so well the other day,” said Bier
of the $700,000-plus career winner, who won
a qualifier in 1:55 3/5 over Market Share at
Dover on Wednesday (2/15) morning. “He’ll
need a couple of starts, but we have him in
the Cutler (Meadowlands) and a couple of
other stakes.”
Despite a boutique operation, Bier has seen
plenty of success in stakes races over the last
half-decade and could be a familiar face in
the winner’s circle again in 2017.
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Betting Line looks to carry his on-track dominance to stallion duty
STALLION SPOTLIGHT

By Jay Bergman
@BergmanJay
O’Brien award winner Betting Line is not
the first son of Bettor’s Delight his trainer
Casie Coleman had success with as a sophomore. But he was the best.
“I’ve had some very talented colts by
Bettor’s Delight,” Coleman said from her
winter headquarters in South Florida. “But
he was the best by far.”
What separates last year’s top 3-year-old
pacer from the rest?
“He just had a will to win. Many times in
races he was positioned too far out but he
found the will to win, a fifth gear. I have never
had another horse like that,” Coleman said.
Betting Line had a solid 2-year-old season
but his fortunes improved dramatically as
a sophomore and he was nearly invincible,
winning an incredible 14 times in just 15 trips
to post with the lone defeat being a secondplace finishing coming in his first start of 2016.
There were many highlights to a sophomore season that stands out no matter what
era one tries to compare it to. For Coleman
though, one race provided the biggest thrill.
“I would have to say the North America
Cup was the highlight for me,” said Coleman.
“He was very far back and seemed out of it
but he dug down and found the will to win.
“It wasn’t just that it was the richest race of
the year, but more important to me was that
it was at my home track.”
Betting Line was some seven lengths
behind the pacemakers in the C$1 million
North America Cup, but he hit a high gear
and rolled on to a 1:47 4/5 victory. “I’ve never
had a horse that could come home in 25 and
change like he did,” said Coleman.
Betting Line was not eligible to race at
Lexington’s Red Mile and Coleman, with
the benefit of hindsight, wishes she had sent
Betting Line to Kentucky in the fall.
“It was a big supplemental payment and we
were considering it, but we thought we would
give him a break and bring him back for the
Breeders Crown,” Coleman said.

Betting Line captured the North America Cup and Little Brown Jug in 2016.
A 1:47 2/5 winner in the Battle of the Brandywine at Mohegan Sun Pocono in August
would prove to be the fastest mile of Betting
Line’s impressive career, but it certainly had
Coleman thinking of what could have been.
“I wonder what would have happened if we
had taken him to the Red Mile. You saw what
Always B Miki did. The track was very fast
that day,” Coleman said.
At no point during 2016 did Betting Line
ever appear tired in the stretch and despite
not getting a chance to race in the Breeders
Crown, he leaves an impressive mark on the
racetrack and the potential for future stardom as a stallion.
There has yet to be a successful son of
Bettor’s Delight in the breeding shed, but Coleman thinks there could be a reason for that.
“I think the problem is that a lot of his
best were geldings,” said Coleman, who has
already sent one son of Bettor’s Delight to a
second career, that being Betterthancheddar.
However, in Betting Line the trainer sees a
much bigger upside considering his location.

Mark Hall-USTA

“We were considering many farms,”
said Coleman, “But when Murray Brown
contacted me on Facebook and suggested I
give Jim Simpson a call that changed everything. I called up Steve Calhoun (co-owner)
and told him and that was it.”
Coleman was delighted that Betting Line
will get the vast exposure to Hanover’s rich
broodmare band, but she and partners won’t
be sitting on the sidelines hoping others can
come up with future stars.
“We don’t have that many mares but we’ll
be sending a few,” said Coleman. “We’re going
to breed Twin B Thong, she won over $200,000
and is a daughter of Sportswriter.” The results
of that mating could prove rather interesting
as Coleman trained Sportswriter as well.
A winner 20 times in 27 career starts,
Betting Line retired with earnings in excess
of $1.87 million. He stands for a fee of $10,000
at Hanover Shoe Farms in Pennsylvania and
though he is a 4-year-old, his resulting foals
will be eligible to race at all North American
tracks.

Nominations

for the $1,750,000 (Est.) George Morton Levy Memorial
and $1,000,000 (Est.) Blue Chip Matchmaker
close March 1, 2017.
nkers Raceway
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Soderberg views Bar Hopping as the complete package
STALLION SPOTLIGHT

By Jay Bergman
@BergmanJay

Nikki Sherman

Bar Hopping won the Breeders Crown
among his nine victories in 2016.

The last six months have been brilliant for
Bar Hopping. The 4-year-old son of Muscle
Hill rose to prominence in the sophomore
division at the end of 2016 and then almost
immediately caught the fancy of trotting
breeders with a full book of mares arriving
before February.
Predicting the future of standardbreds is
part of the fun of the sport, but finding a trotter that can succeed on the racetrack requires
plenty of work before the first harness is ever
put on.
Perry Soderberg, a man who has spent the
better part of the last 18 to 19 years examining yearlings primarily for trainer Jimmy
Takter, knows a great deal about seeking out
and finding horses that fit the mold.
“I like to go in with a clean slate,” said
Soderberg in regard to his approach to the
yearling market. “I just want to know the hip
number, nothing else.”
Soderberg knows all too well how biased we
all can be, especially when looking for yearlings. There’s no secret that most horsemen
will look at brothers, sisters and close relatives to horses they have had success with.
Soderberg takes a far different approach. He
painstakingly goes through horse by horse
to examine them first in their stalls and then
alone in the field.
“I want to look at them for their conformation,” said Soderberg, “But I think you can
see a lot more when they are out in the field
moving; whether they have a good attitude
and a good gait.”
For his part, Soderberg spotted Bar
Hopping at Walnridge Farms in New Jersey
in 2014 and was quite impressed. “He was my

number one prospect that year,” said Soderberg of Bar Hopping. “He was long-legged,
had a great shoulder and great girth.”
Soderberg does eventually look at pedigree
and wasn’t all that unhappy when he saw
the parents of Bar Hopping. “I liked that he
was a Muscle Hill,” said Soderberg. “Out of a
Credit Winner dam that is from the family of
Garland Lobell. You see the impact Garland
Lobell has had on the sport.”
Soderberg was referring to the sire of
Andover Hall, Conway Hall and Angus Hall,
perhaps the most influential stallion on the
trotting breed of the last 20 years.
Bar Hopping was a $190,000 yearling
purchase and proved a competitive horse as
a 2-year-old in 2015, but blossomed into something more impressive as a sophomore.
With nine wins in 19 starts, Bar Hopping’s
career earnings rose to nearly $1.3 million
over the two seasons on the racetrack.
While Marion Marauder may have
captured the Triple Crown, Bar Hopping was
never far behind and often in front of the divisional winner.
Remarkably consistent and extremely
versatile, Bar Hopping was at his best late in
the season capturing the Breeders Crown,
but was just as imposing taking home top
honors in the Canadian Trotting Classic, a
victory where he was well clear of the aforementioned Marion Marauder on the wire.
Bar Hopping’s first year popularity should
come as no surprise. Muscle Hill is the
hottest trotting commodity not just in North
America but likely abroad as well. At a $6,500
stud fee, he came in well below the price of his
unreachable sire. More importantly, to those
who look for the next generation to be more
refined, is his accessibility to a wide range of
trotting blood on the broodmare’s side. At the
forefront of any stallion is correctness and
physical appearance.
“If he can pass on those traits he’ll do very
well,” said Soderberg, who may have a hard
time seeing Bar Hopping’s foals in the future
without knowing “who’s the daddy”.

NYS Gaming Commission cracks down on Glaucine positives
By Matt Hegarty
New York regulators on Thursday issued
a 45-day suspension to a harness trainer and
disqualified 11 Standardbred horses from
races held early last year for positives for glaucine, a prohibited substance that turned up in
a rash of post-race tests in the state last year.
Trainer Richard Johnson was given the
45-day suspension by the New York State
Gaming Commission after a horse he trained,
Rubber Duck, tested positive for glaucine after
two races at Yonkers Raceway last year. The
gambling commission said that both positives
were in excess of one nanogram per milliliter.
A total of 55 horses tested positive for glaucine early last year. Six of the positive tests
came from Thoroughbred horses who raced
at Finger Lakes.
Last week, the Racing Medication and
Testing Consortium released a recommendation to establish threshold levels for glaucine,
noting that the substance can be found in stall
shavings that can be ingested by horses. The
RMTC recommended that any concentration lower than 500 picograms per milliliter
be treated as environmental contamination.
(There are 1,000 picograms in a nanogram.)
The gambling commission said that 44
of the positive tests were at a concentration below 500 picograms, including all six
Thoroughbred cases. All of the horses who
tested positive above that concentration were
disqualified from their races, but only Johnson was sanctioned.
Glaucine is a potent cough suppressant that
is not found in any FDA-approved product. The
substance can be found at online pharmacies,
which typically have dubious credentials.
[Yellow: > 500 pg/ml = Disqualification, loss
of purse and Stewards List; Orange: > 1 ng/ml
= Disqualification, loss of purse, Stewards List
and additional penalties, including fines and
suspension.]

TRACK

TRAINER

DATE

OWNER

FIN

R# PP

DRIVER

Surick, N

28-Jan N Surick, H Miller

Jacks to Open

1st

7

Buffalo

Zdjelar, M

22-Jan Veronica A Dylo, Mihajlo M. Zdjelar Sr.

CauseDaveySaidSo

2nd

12

2 Beback

Yonkers

Burke, R

16-Jan Burke, Bruscemi, P Collura

Journeyman

3rd

6

3 Brennan

Yonkers

Miller, J

18-Jan Joe P Racing LLC

Safe Harbor

1st

7

2 Brennan

Monticello

Peterson, M

28-Jan Clint E. Crelin

Natural Breeze

7th

11

Yonkers

Renaud, D

28-Jan JA Campagnuolo, VA Contento

George Jettison

2nd

8

3 Napolitano

Yonkers

Surick, N

28-Jan Engel Stable Of ll LLC

Thesleazyprincess

2nd

6

2 Bartlett

Yonkers

Ford, M

28-Jan Dean Davis, Mullet Stables

Nobles Finesse

3rd

8

4 MacDonald

Yonkers

Harmon, R

29-Jan Melvin Robert Fuchs

Prince Pinang

5th

1

6 Lachance

Yonkers

Daley, N

30-Jan N Daley, Kemppi Stbs, A McCarthy, M.Bogucki

Outburst

3rd

2

1 Carlson

Buffalo

Zdjelar, M

30-Jan Keith R. Pinkowski

Lucky King

2nd

10

6 Bebeck

Yonkers

Ford, M

30-Jan VIP Internet Stable

Journeyman

6th

12

5 MacDonald

Yonkers

Blackler, S

1-Feb William R & Barbara Ethier

Unix Hanover

8th

7

Yonkers

DiDomenico, S

5-Feb Larry J Fisher

Cashontherocs

1st

11

Monticello

Peterson, M

10-Feb M. Peterson

Last Chance T

1st

6

1 Devaux

Monticello

Wiskow, D

16-Feb D. Wiskow

Mean Pauline

3rd

7

2 Marohn, Jr.

Yonkers

Herrera, GG

16-Feb Gilbert Garcia Owen

Aggressive

1st

9

6 Kakaley

Monticello

Peterson, M

18-Feb M. Peterson

Last Chance T

1st

6

1 Devaux

Yonkers

Miller, J

20-Feb Our Horse Cents Stables

Bourbon Bay

1st

11

8 Sears

Yonkers

Alagna, T

20-Feb Bradley J. Grant

Fool Me Once

1st

10

6 Bartlett

Yonkers

DiDomenico, S

20-Feb J Epstein, P Braverman

Mcardle Royale N

2nd

1

4 Dube

Yonkers

Herrera, GG

19-Feb JMF Racing,LLC.

Hoorayforvacation

2nd

5

4 Kakaley

Yonkers

Herrera, GG

19-Feb Gilbert Garcia Herrera

Tyler

3rd

8

2 Kakaley

Yonkers

DiDomenico, D

23-Feb Triple D Stables, S.Epstein, D.Dube, M.Audet

Insomniac

2nd

7

1 Dube

Yonkers

Miller, J

23-Feb Andy Ray Miller

FrankandJoanne

1st

12

Yonkers

Bresnahan, R

26-Feb J L Sadowsky

Rockn Ruby N

4th

6

6 Dube

Yonkers

Bresnahan, R

28-Feb J L Sadowsky

Home’N Dry

2nd

1

9 Brennan

Yonkers

Herrera, GG

29-Feb Gilbert Garcia-Owen

Straighttalkxpress

3rd

3

6 Kakaley

Monticello

Wiskow, D

Rocketpedia

1st

1

5 Merton

Yonkers

Czernyson, J

13-Mar Golden Gate Stable

Never Ever Clever

3rd

6

2 MacDonald

Buffalo

Zdjelar, M

19-Mar D & E Spalluto,C Edholm, M Zdjelar Sr,N Collins

Back to the West

1st

10

4 Bebeck

Yonkers

Toscano, L

25-Mar Stake Your Claim Stb,Seth Coen, George DerockeBlush Hanover

3rd

4

2 Stratton

Yonkers

Toscano, L

26-Mar Kenneth Jacobs

Doctor Butch

4th

10

4 Tetrick

Yonkers

Herrera, GG

18-Apr G Garcia Herrera, Barbara & Donald Arnstine

JK Heaven Sent

1st

2

5 Zeron

Yonkers

Maccannell, D

19-Apr Darryl Maccannell

M T UR Pockets

3rd

2

3 Kakaley

Monticello

Surick, N

20-Apr Ervin Miller

Shanghai Jack

1st

4

3 Miller

Yonkers

Mac Kenzie, B

23-Apr Vincent Ali, William MacKenzie

Jeneral Patton

1st

11

3 Callahan

Yonkers

Burke, R

Allbeef N Nobull

1st

10

5 Brennan

Monticello

Mann, W

Penn Turbo Ted

3rd

2

Yonkers

Harmon, R

30-Jun Harmon Racing Stable,LLC

Swishnflick

3rd

11

Yonkers

Harmon, R

1-Nov Harmon Racing Stable,LLC

Party on the River

1st

8

2 Stratton

Yonkers

Ford, M

4-Nov George A & Rose Bonomo

Classy Hill

3rd

3

2 Brennan

Yonkers

Herrera, GG

18-Nov Michi Abday & Barbara & Donald Arnstine

JK Heaven Sent

1st

5

5 MacDonald

Yonkers

Renaud, D

19-Nov Brian & Ira Wallach

Smooth Criminal

3rd

1

6 Lachance

Monticello

Biccum, S

27-Dec Vincent M Casale

Mercurio N

1st

1

4 Taggart

Yonkers

Johnson, R

01/08/17 Carly Roman & Jordanna Roman

World Cup

3rd

2

3 Bongiorno

Yonkers

Johnson, R

01/08/17 Blair C & Erna R Corbeil

Rubber Duck

1st

8

8 Bongiorno

Yonkers

Johnson, R

01/12/17 Bill K Lambos & Dionisios Liberatos

Canbec Kingkazimir

3rd

3

2 Bongiorno

Yonkers

Johnson, R

01/15/17 Blair C & Erna R Corbei

Rubber Duck

1st

3

6 Bongiorno

Finger Lks

Barrow, P

Southern Rocket

2nd

4

1 Flores, J

Finger Lks

Ferraro, M

Baime

2nd

8

5 Lopez, D

2-Mar Jennifer Connor

14-May Burke, Emond, H.Taylor, Bruscemi
9-Jun Friendship Stables LLC

10-May Barrow, PW, Sweeney, D
6-Jul Schwartz, Barry

Goshen Yearling Sale set for September 10
The third annual Goshen Yearling Sale
has been scheduled for Sunday, September
10, 2017 at the Mark Ford Training Center in
Middletown, NY.
Goshen Yearling Sale president Bob Boni
noted, “We are pleased to announce that
our consignor list will continue to be led by
some of the most accomplished breeders in
harness racing, including Hanover Shoe
Farms, Winbak Farms, Blue Chip Farms and
Cameo Hills Farm.
With our second sale last year, we continued to grow and provide a very necessary
venue for a variety of buyers and sellers, and
we hope to add to that in 2017.”
Hall of Famer Jim Simpson, President and
CEO of Hanover Shoe Farms stated, “We had
a good sale in 2016. There is definitely a need
for this sale and we look forward to sending
another quality consignment this September.”

HORSE

Monticello

1 Miller

6 Aldrich

8 Zeron
2 Sears

7 Bartlett

3 Mann
3 MacDonald

Finger Lks

Ferraro, M

7-Jul Ferraro, M

No Mine

4th

6

1 Lopez, D

Finger Lks

Ferraro, M

9-Jul Passaretti, Z

Dosage and Mimosas

1st

8

1 Gomez, O

Finger Lks

Babock, E

Legal Tendora

2nd

8

7 DeDiego, E

Finger Lks

Barrow, P

Southern Rocket

2nd

1

3 Flores, J

17-Sep Babcock, E

4-Oct Barrow, PW, Sweeney, D

The commission structure remains advanKey:
tageous for
breeders
as100-500
horses
Glaucine
level between
pg/ml selling for
between
500 3%.
pg/ml-1 ng/ml
$50,000 orGlaucine
morelevel
pay
just
Sale prices
Glaucine
level above 1are
ng/ml charged just 4%,
from $25,000
to $49,900
with the base commission set at $500 or 5%.
The entry fee is just $350, making this an
attractive choice for New York, New Jersey
and Pennsylvania eligible colts and fillies.
Entries close May 15.
The sale facility is centrally located within
a ninety-minute drive of the major tracks and
training centers in the tri-state area, making
it an ideal, and a convenient location.
All industry farms and agencies are invited
and encouraged to participate in our successful auction, held just outside Goshen’s ‘Cradle
of the Trotter.’ For additional consignment
information please call 201-863-2082, or check
out our website: GoshenYearlingSale.com

-edited release (Goshen Standardbred Horse Sales Co.)

ENTRIES
& RESULTS
DRF Harness now has entries
and results for all U.S. tracks and
live odds for all North American tracks

DRF.com/harness

